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Abstract 

Magnetic properties have been used already for decades in detection and 

quantification of deformation along large geological shear zones. Now, the same 

analysis, including Anisotropy of Magnetic Susceptibility (AMS) and total magnetic 

susceptibility has been applied in seven geotechnical cores. The aim is seeking for 

enhancements in the orientation of particles and content of magnetic minerals in 

strongly deformed zones. In particular, the technique has been proven to detect 

micro-shear zones that might develop slope instability. The presence or horizons 

with high value of the degree of anisotropy, increase of the total susceptibility and 

oblate (or flattened) ellipsoids of the magnetic anisotropy in cores dominated by 

clay and marly-clays is indicative of micro-deformations. This has been confirmed 

by further rock magnetic analysis showing that at those horizons also coercivity 

degreases and magnetic concentration increases. 

 

Introduction 

Magnetic susceptibility in rocks and sediments 

Magnetic susceptibility is the relationship between an applied field and the 

magnetization in a material (e.g., Cullity, 1972). Magnetic susceptibility can also be 
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used as classification criteria since materials have different values depending on 

their nature (e.g., Dunlop and Özdemir, 1997 and references therein). Diamagnetic 

materials are those with a negative relationship between applied field and 

magnetization that disappears as soon as the magnetic field is removed. They 

exhibit a negative magnetic susceptibility. In nature, quartz and calcite are the 

most common diamagnetic materials. Paramagnetic minerals are more common in 

nature. Most minerals exhibit a paramagnetic behaviour. Their magnetic 

susceptibility is positive and they also lose magnetization when the applied field is 

removed. Most silicates, clays and many carbonates like siderite are paramagnetic. 

The third category of minerals is that of the ferromagnetic phases (sensu lato), 

those with a magnetic moment in the absence of a magnetic field. Magnetite, 

hematite or pyrrhotite are (using the broadest definition of the term) 

ferromagnetic. The relationship between applied field and magnetization is not a 

linear and simple function but they exhibit what is called a magnetic hysteresis, a 

non-linear relationship. Also important mentioning that the magnetic 

susceptibility is positive but several orders of magnitude higher than that in 

paramagnetic minerals. 

Mathematically the magnetic susceptibility can be written as: 

 

M = kH  [1] 

 
where M (in A/m in the SI) is the magnetization, H the applied field (in A/m in the 

SI) and k is the magnetic susceptibility (dimensionless in the SI). 

When measuring natural samples, magnetic susceptibility is the weighted mean of 

all minerals present in the sample. However, as a rule of thumb, a high 
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concentration of ferromagnetic minerals will mask all other contributions giving 

rise to susceptibility values in the order to 10-3 SI. 

In clays and clay sediments, magnetic susceptibility is usually carried by most of 

the paramagnetic minerals that conform the lithology with susceptibility values in 

the order to 10-4 SI (for a review Mullins, 1977). However, those values can be 

modified additionally by deformation, strain, hydrothermal activity and in 

particular by shear strain. Large shear zones are known to be areas with a 

significant increase in magnetic susceptibility due to the generation of additional 

ferromagnetic minerals during shear associated with the slope instability 

(Borradaile and Henry, 1997; Ferré et al., 2014; Tarling and Hrouda, 1993).  

Summarizing, large variations occur only due to changes in the lithology (Figure 

1a), increments in the concentration of magnetic mineral in one stratus due to 

microshear (Figure 1b), or other types of physic-chemical alteration (Figure 1c). 

 

Figure 1: Schematic depiction of the variations of magnetic susceptibility and degree of anisotropy along 

a geotechnical core for three typical situations. A) lithological change, b) horizon with a localized 

microshear and c) location of one altered level. 

 
Anisotropy of Magnetic Susceptibility (AMS) 
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Anisotropy of Magnetic Susceptibility (AMS) is the spatial variation of the 

magnetization vs. applied field depending on the orientation. Is the susceptibility is 

not isotropic, then Eq [1] should be written in tensorial notation. The susceptibility 

is therefore a symmetric matrix: 
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H  [2] 

 

It is commonly represented by an ellipsoid with semiaxes equal to the principal 

values of the susceptibility matrix with  k3 £ k2 £ k1
 and the orientation of the 

eigenvectors. The three principal values of the AMS ellipsoid are usually 

summarized in two parameters, i) degree of anisotropy or eccentricity of the 

ellipsoid (Pj) and ii) shape of the ellipsoid (T) (Tarling and Hrouda, 1993). The 

degree of anisotropy is a proxy for the degree of alignment of minerals reaching 

the maximum value when all minerals are perfectly aligned and behave as one 

single crystal. This holds true for paramagnetic and diamagnetic minerals. If also 

ferromagnetic particles are present, Pj increases dramatically since the intrinsic 

value of anisotropy of those particles is higher. The shape of the AMS ellipsoid can 

vary from oblate ( 0 £T £1 ) to prolate ( -1£T £ 0 ) and it can also be used as an 

indicator of alignement when the composition and single crystal properties of the 

components is know (Martín-Hernández et al., 2004). In the particular case of 

clays and marly clays, composed basically by phyllosilicates, values of T are 

commonly oblate. Numerically, Pj and T are defined by: 
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In clays and marly clays, magnetic anisotropy is usually very low, increasing the 

value with deformation (Cifelli et al., 2009; Cifelli et al., 2004). The technique has 

been proven to be extremely sensitive to incipient deformation in these lithologies 

(Caricchi et al., 2016; Soto et al., 2009). Common values might range between 1.03  

(Cifelli et al., 2004) and 1.35, which is the single crystal value for pure biotite 

(Martin-Hernandez and Hirt, 2003). Variations in depth are commonly associated 

to changes in lithology (Figure 1a). 

In shear zones the particles orient in the direction of shear increasing the degree of 

anisotropy (Mamtani and Sengupta, 2009). Also, the accumulation of stress and 

subsequent deformation induces the formation of newly ferromagnetic minerals 

(mainly iron oxides such as magnetite) that increase the total susceptibility at the 

location of the deformation band (Borradaile and Jackson, 2004) (Figure 1b). 

The increase of degree of anisotropy with deformation is well documented from 

the sedimentary fabric to the metamorphic slates and shales, with the results of an 

increment of the degree of anisotropy (Parés, 2015). In the absence of 

deformation, clays have a poor anisotropy with the phyllosilicates laying along the 

bedding plane due to depositional mechanisms (Figure 2a). The direction of shear 

behaves as a plane in which mainly phyllosilicates but also ferromagnetic grains 

orient, given rise to the observed enhancement of degree of anisotropy (Figure 

2b). 
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Figure 2: Conceptual sketch of the enhancement of orientation in a clay rich sediment due to a shear zone. 

The original orientation of minerals is poor and related to deposition a) and it increases the orientation in 

the direction of shear b). 

These, together with an enhancement of the total susceptibility due to the 

formation of new iron oxides during deformation forms a tool of three parameters 

that conforms a proxy indicative of micro-shear zones.  

 

Methodology 

Sampling and field-work 

Seven geotechnical cores have been extracted in the area under study following a 

strict protocol that excludes the use of metallic tools and cools extremely well the 

drill. Cores have been labelled as GS1 to GS7. Lithologically speaking, cores are 

characterized by four levels identify as marly clays with different clay content 

including one anthropogenic level in the upper part (from 0-3 meters). A general 

description can be found in Table I. 

name Thickness (m) description 
GL1-Geotechnical level 1 0-1 m Anthropic sediment and infilling  
GL2-Geotechnical level 2 6-15 m Brown marly clay with different 

contents of fine sands 
GL3-Geotechnical level 3 2-6 m Transition level. Hard brown marly 

clays to clays 
GL4-Geotechnical level 4 Basal level at the 

bottom of the cores 
Miocene substratum, hard grey marly 
clay 

Table I: General description of the lithology found in the seven geotechnical cores. 
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In the extraction process, no metallic tools have been used in order to prevent 

alteration of the magnetization and magnetic properties. After the extraction, the 

material has been sub-samples using plastic boxes as those used in paleomagnetic 

studies granting no magnetic impurities that alter the results. All the plastic boxes 

have to be sealed in case of including a little hole in the bottom of the box in order 

to keep the moist level in similar conditions as those in situ (Figure 3a). The 

sediments have been extracted from the core, placing the plastic boxes and 

pressing gently, after removing all the material exciding the box with a plastic tool 

(Figure 3b), boxes have been cover with a their lid and labelled (Figure 3c). A total 

of 345 samples distributed along the seven cores have been samples at an average 

distance of 50 cm between samples in the core.  

 

Figure 3: Core sediments sampling and extraction protocol. a) extraction of the sediments from the 

geotecnical core, b) selection of the material and c) storing and labelling of the sub-samples. 

 

Magnetic susceptibility 

Magnetic susceptibility has been measured in a KLY-4S susceptibility bridge 

manufactured by AGICO with a sensitivity of 2 10-8 SI at the operating field of 300 

A/m and 850 Hz of Frequency. Each specimen has been measured in three 
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perpendicular positions and the average value has been used as the mean 

susceptibility. Measurements have been carried out in the 345 samples inspecting 

increments of magnetic susceptibility associated with deformation.  

 

Anisotropy of Magnetic Susceptibility (AMS) 

AMS has been measured in an AGICO KLY-4S susceptibility bridge provided with a 

rotating head for anisotropy measurements. Each samples has been measured in 

three perpendicular planes in order to determine the best magnetic susceptibility 

tensor fitted from the data by a least square procedure (Jelinek, 1973). Due to the 

weak anisotropy of undeformed sediments, an statistical anisotropy F-test (Fisher 

statistical test) has been carried out (Borradaile, 2003). The measured anisotropy 

ellipsoid is compared with the corresponding isotropic tensor. The null hypothesis 

(isotropic tensor) is neglected when then F-value is compared with a Fisher 

distribution. If the obtained value is larger than that of the Fisher distribution (in 

the case under study is F=4.25) then the samples is anisotropic (Borradaile, 2003; 

Jelinek, 1978). After confirming the magnetic anisotropy of the 345 samples, the 

AMS ellipsoid, principal values and their orientation, degree of anisotropy and 

shape of the ellipsoid has been computed following Eq. [3] looking for increments 

in anisotropy due to deformation.  

 

Magnetic hysteresis 

Magnetic hysteresis loops were measured using a coercivity spectrometer 

(Jasonov et al., 1998) with a maximum applied field of 0.5 T including the initial 

magnetization curve in all samples of one geotechnical core and selected samples 
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from the other six. The aim is characterizing possible variations in the 

ferromagnetic particles in the deformed area. 

Derived from the hysteresis curves, the saturation magnetization (Ms), saturation 

magnetization of remanence (Mrs) and coercitive force (Hc) have been derived. 

Previously, all samples have been corrected by the magnetization of the 

paramagnetic contribution, which has been computed as the linear term after the 

saturation of the ferromagnetic phases (Dunlop and Özdemir, 1997). 

 

Isothermal Remanent Magnetization (IRM) and coercivity spectral analysis 

Acquisition of Isothermal REmanente Magnetization curves (IRM) has been 

measured in all samples up to 0.5 T using also coercivity spectrometer (Jasonov et 

al., 1998). After saturation of magnetization, subsequent back field CD 

demagnetization of isothermal remanence has been measured, allowing the 

characterization of the coercivity of remanence (Hcr). Measurements have been 

carried out in the samples where magnetic hysteresis has been determined. 

The IRM - acquisition curves were modeled by a series of log-normal distributions of 

the IRM gradient in order to infer the coercivity distribution associated to magnetic 

fractions. The mathematical fitting has been modeled by the method outlined by Kruiver 

et al. (2001) and the associated software. This provides an excellent description of the 

distribution of magnetic particles, their coercivity and concentration. The mean value of 

the main distribution is good explanation of the “magnetic hardness”.  

 

Results 

Magnetic susceptibility and magnetic anisotropy profiles 
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The results of the seven geotechnical cores have been analysed in the present 

work. The anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility and total susceptibility have been 

measured in discrete samples extracted every 50 cm in order to detect the 

presence of incipient shear zones that might develop instability in the 

corresponding slope.  

The study has focused the attention on strong variations of magnetic anisotropy 

degree with values larger than 1.10 that would represent a 10% of anisotropy and 

values of the total magnetic susceptibility larger than the average of the total core 

 2, being  the standard deviation of the mean value. The detection of 

anomalous points must coincide also with samples with oblate AMS ellipsoids. 

Results of the seven analysed cores can be found in Figure 4 to Figure 10 together 

with the geological description of the lithology.  
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Figure 4: Lithological profile, magnetic susceptibility along the geotechnical core and degree of 

anisotropy measured in core SG-1. 
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Figure 5: Lithological profile, magnetic susceptibility along the geotechnical core and degree of 

anisotropy measured in core SG-2. 
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Figure 6: Lithological profile, magnetic susceptibility along the geotechnical core and degree of 

anisotropy measured in core SG-3. 
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Figure 7: Lithological profile, magnetic susceptibility along the geotechnical core and degree of 

anisotropy measured in core SG-4. 
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Figure 8: Lithological profile, magnetic susceptibility along the geotechnical core and degree of 

anisotropy measured in core SG-5. 
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Figure 9: Lithological profile, magnetic susceptibility along the geotechnical core and degree of 

anisotropy measured in core SG-6. 
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Figure 10: Lithological profile, magnetic susceptibility along the geotechnical core and degree of 

anisotropy measured in core SG-7. 
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Results of magnetic hysteresis at the anomaly and adjacent points 

In order to add more information about the magnetic enhancement process 

occurring in the microshear zone of geotechnical cores, intensive rock magnetic 

analysis have been carried out at the anomalous points highlighted in in Figure 4 

to Figure 10 and samples immediately above and below. This includes magnetic 

hysteresis up to 500 mT. This experiment reveals information about concentration 

of ferromagnetic minerals (given by the Ms parameter) and hardness of the 

ferromagnetic minerals (given by Hc).  

  

Figure 11a illustrates the typical behaviour of one sample located at the level of 

one identified microshear zone with high values of magnetic susceptibility and 

high values of the magnetic anisotropy. Magnetic hysteresis is noisy and only after 

the correction for the paramagnetic susceptibility of the sediments the magnetic 

hysteresis loop is seen. This confirms the low concentration of ferromagnetic 

minerals.  

Figure 11b illustrates the values of Ms, magnetic saturation as a function of depth 

for samples in the core SG-1. Sample in red represents the data from the adjacent 

figure showing that samples with an increase of magnetic susceptibility and an 

increase of magnetic anisotropy also experiment high values of the magnetic 

saturation.  
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Figure 11: a) Magnetic hysteresis of sample SG1-20, located at one of the points identified as a micro-

shear zone and b) profile of saturation magnetization (Ms) along the SG1 core. Red point indicate sample 

shown in the corresponding left panel of the figure.  

All data derived from hysteresis are summarized in Table II. All detected points 

with high values of susceptibility and degree of anisotropy have an increase of Ms 

with the exception of samples from core SG-6.  

Table II: Table summarizing all the magnetic parameters derived from hysteresis loops in samples 

highlighted as possible levels with microshear and samples immediately above and below. Samples of 

interest have been labelled with a *.  

name Depth (m) Ms (emu/gr) Mr (emu/gr) Hc (mT) Hcr (mT) 

SG1-1700 17 3.70 10-4 9.30 10-5 4.07 34.09 

SG1-1750 17.5 3.79 10-4 7.10 10-5 4.09 34.09 

SG1-1800B 18 4.83 10-4 1.36 10-4 2.94 34.13 

SG1-1840B 18.4* 6.26 10-4 1.48 10-4 5.07 32.84 

SG1-1900B 19 4.84 10-4 1.34 10-4 4.19 31.16 

SG1-1950B 19.5 4.81 10-4 1.11 10-4 3.67 30.7 

SG1-2000B 20* 5.12 10-4 1.43 10-4 4.54 33.28 

SG1-2050B 20.5 6.08 10-4 1.87 10-4 14.39 33.86 

SG1-2150 21.5 4.04 10-4 9.60 10-5 8.04 33.97 

SG2-1400 14 4.40 10-4 1.11 10-4 9.77 45.17 

SG2-1460 14.6 6.36 10-4 2.62 10-4 5.95 43.76 

SG2-1500B 15 1.10 10-3 2.27 10-4 5.6 24.59 

SG2-1550B 15.5* 1.25 10-3 1.29 10-4 4.71 30.83 

SG2-1600B 16 3.92 10-4 1.25 10-4 4.14 26.51 

SG2-1650 16.5 4.26 10-4 1.22 10-4 3.82 59.42 

SG2-2700 27 4.36 10-4 9.40 10-5 4.72 44.41 

SG2-2750 27.5 4.32 10-4 1.10 10-4 5.16 34.1 

SG2-2850B 28.5 4.59 10-4 1.30 10-4 10.74 30.26 

SG2-2900B 29* 6.50 10-4 1.30 10-4 2.13 30.78 

SG2-2950B 29.5 4.32 10-4 1.30 10-4 4.11 31.64 

SG3-2300 23 3.81 10-4 1.20 10-4 7.01 32.95 

SG3-2350B 23.5 8.39 10-4 2.64 10-4 13.58 40.47 

SG3-2400B 24 4.62 10-4 1.12 10-4 12.47 32.65 

SG3-2450B 24.5* 1.07 10-3 1.94 10-4 6.42 28.24 

SG3-2500B 25 7.66 10-4 1.62 10-4 8.9 29.46 

SG5-1900B 19 1.32 10-3 2.97 10-4 10 37.93 

SG5-2000B 20 1.02 10-3 2.36 10-4 12.4 42.48 

SG5-2050B 20.5 9.62 10-3 9.06 10-4 6.95 27.86 

SG5-2100B 21* 6.91 10-4 1.56 10-4 5.15 34.91 

SG5-2150B 21.5 7.35 10-4 1.58 10-4 6.06 34.21 
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SG5-2200B 22 3.03 10-3 4.56 10-4 10.31 25.14 

SG5-2250B 22.5 2.19 10-3 2.72 10-4 11.65 42.01 

SG6-1250B 12.5 2.50 10-3 2.64 10-4 12.08 43.86 

SG6-1300B 13 1.73 10-3 2.37 10-4 10.03 42.35 

SG6-1350B 13.5 1.39 10-3 3.04 10-4 6.75 27.24 

SG6-1400B 14* 5.19 10-4 8.10 10-5 14.22 34.3 

SG6-1450B 14.5 5.07 10-4 8.30 10-5 4.99 34.26 

SG6-1500B 15 2.06 10-3 2.63 10-4 9.01 44.56 

SG6-1550 15.5 2.67 10-3 2.20 10-4 8.53 41.2 

SG6-1850 18.5 2.11 10-3 1.95 10-4 9.3 43.55 

SG6-1900R 19 2.02 10-3 2.09 10-4 8.97 36.7 

SG6-2000B 20* 9.55 10-4 1.41 10-4 4.03 32.15 

SG6-2050B 20.5 1.84 10-3 1.95 10-4 3.85 30.35 

SG6-2100 21 2.72 10-3 2.42 10-4 9.04 42.33 

SG6-2150 21.5 1.93 10-3 2.56 10-4 6.49 42.12 

SG7-0400 4 1.70 10-3 1.71 10-4 5.09 32.91 

SG7-0450 4.5 9.29 10-4 1.49 10-4 6.4 36.31 

SG7-0500 5* 6.59 10-4 1.24 10-4 3.94 39.57 

SG7-0550 5.5 7.67 10-4 1.64 10-4 4.81 33.51 

SG7-0600B 6 1.32 10-3 1.43 10-4 4.89 34.75 

SG7-0650 6.5 7.14 10-4 8.70 10-5 4.69 35.43 

SG7-2100 21 6.52 10-4 8.30 10-5 3.23 34.57 

SG7-2150 21.5 6.25 10-4 1.00 10-4 2.99 33.21 

SG7-2200B 22 9.61 10-4 1.29 10-4 6.57 31.65 

SG7-2250B 22.5* 8.67 10-4 1.83 10-4 6.75 30.96 

SG7-2300B 23 4.83 10-4 1.34 10-4 7.44 32.59 

SG7-2350 23.5 6.71 10-4 6.60 10-5 4.09 33.85 

SG7-2400 24 6.30 10-4 5.60 10-5 0.6 37.12 

 
Results from Isothermal Remanent Magnetization (IRM) and coercivity 

spectral analysis 

IRM acquisition curves show the capacity to retain magnetization of the 

ferromagnetic particles. Each ferromagnetic grain is able to keep a magnetization 

until it saturates and the field at which this happens varies depending on the type 

of magnetic minerals. IRM acquisition curves look very similar in all analysed 

samples observing no differences depending on the position of the samples. Figure 

12 shows one example of this behaviour.  
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Figure 12: IRM acquisition curves for sample SG1-20 and samples immediately above and below. 

 
A further investigation on the IRM curves reveals interesting facts. The derivative 

curve of those shown in Figure 12 in also an indicator of the nature of magnetic 

particles. It highlights the mean coercivity or hardness of the population of 

magnetic particles. Figure 13 exemplifies the findings. Samples where micro-shear 

has been detected (at depth 20 cm in the example) have the mean coervicity of the 

ferromagnetic fraction (given by the pick in the curve) at lower values. This 

behaviour has been found at all levels where magnetic susceptibility increases and 

degree of anisotropy too.  
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Figure 13: Coercity spectra or first derivate of the IRM acquisition curve in three samples from core SG-

1. Anomalous point at depth 20 cm and adjacent points are shown for simplicity.  

Back field IRM, which is a similar experiment as previously shown in Figure 12 but 

with the applied field in opposite direction, allows computing the also called 

coercivity of remanence (Hcr). This parameter measures the difficulty to erase a 

remanence on the ferromagnetic particles. Table II summarizes the results from 

this experiment in most significant samples from this study. There is a tendency to 

decrease the coercivity of remanence nearby the points where microshears have 

been detected by other magnetic procedures.  

 

Conclusions 

The final result of the current study allows presenting three key points that 

summarize it: 

 The combination of total magnetic susceptibility and anisotropy of 

magnetic susceptibility along the profile of geotechnical cores is a useful 

technique to detect micro-shear levels. 
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 Following the indications already developed in geological shear zones, 

micro-deformations develop an increase of the anisotropy degree and the 

total magnetic susceptibility. 

 In our study, deformation is accumulated in the contact between 

geotechnical levels but also has been found within the lower geotechnical 

level, suggesting instability might be deeper than expected. 

 The anomalous points are characterized by an increase in the magnetic 

concentration, confirmed by an increase in Ms.   

 At those levels, also coercivity decreases, suggested by a lower value of Hcr 

and confirmed by a lower value of the pick in the coercivity spectra.  
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